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Abstract: The scale and scope of climate change has triggered widespread acknowledgement of the
need to adapt to it. Out of recent work attempting to understand, define, and contribute to the family
of concepts related to adaptation efforts, considerable contributions and research have emerged. Yet,
the field of climate adaptation constantly grapples with complex ideas whose relational interplay is
not always clear. Similarly, understanding how applied climate change adaptation efforts unfold
through planning processes that are embedded in broader institutional settings can be difficult to
apprehend. We present a review of important theory, themes, and terms evident in the literature
of spatial planning and climate change adaptation to integrate them and synthesize a conceptual
framework illustrating their dynamic interplay. This leads to consideration of how institutions,
urban governance, and the practice of planning are involved, and evolving, in shaping climate
adaptation efforts. While examining the practice of adaptation planning is useful in framing how
core climate change concepts are related, the role of institutional processes in shaping and defining
these concepts—and adaptation planning itself—remains complex. Our framework presents a useful
tool for approaching and improving an understanding of the interactive relationships of central
climate change adaptation concepts, with implications for future work focused on change within the
domains of planning and institutions addressing challenges in the climate change era.

Keywords: climate change; climate change adaptation; spatial planning; institutions; sustainability;
resilience; uncertainty; vulnerability; adaptive capacity; urban governance

1. Introduction

The environmental severity and enormity of climate change is coming into sharper fo-
cus, as are considerations of crucial and complex impacts on society and daunting demands
of the requisite efforts to adapt to it [1]. Climate Change Adaptation (CCA) is understood
as a challenge ensnaring numerous actors across multiple societal sectors, acting as a nexus
of overlapping concerns and connections [2]. Significant increases in literature concerned
with climate change adaptation is evident, with commensurate scholarship dedicated to
exploring key concepts in the field [3–5]. Hurdles to effectively engaging with climate
adaptation concepts run the gamut: from the inaccessibility of scientific “jargon” [6] to the
need to synthesize research and identify areas lacking attention [7,8]. Disentangling the
roles and relationships between modes of preparing adaptive responses to climate change
(planning) and the social patterns that govern these practices (institutions) reveal more
areas of confusion and needed consideration, especially for examining how these practices
and patterns may themselves adapt or be adapted [4,9,10]. While conceptual frameworks
used to streamline and simplify complex ideas are common, frameworks constructed for
the purpose of clarifying key concepts in the field of climate change adaptation planning
are lacking.

Planning is a concept with wide and diverse meaning across numerous scales and
disciplines [11]. While climate impacts on the atmosphere and oceans of earth are increas-
ingly severe (and entail their own planning considerations), we are concerned here with
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spatial planning, which frames the landscape as a crucial, dynamic medium—a geographic
template—upon and within which effects of climate change will be experienced most
acutely by humans [12]. Spatial planning uses diverse scientific methods and information
to shape decisions about how features of the landscape are designed, constructed, and
managed. Berkes and Folke [13] sought to formalize the concept of social-ecological sys-
tems (SES) as linked human and natural systems that somehow “fit” together [14]; and a
framework for “match[ing] the dynamics of institutions with the dynamics of ecosystems
for mutual social-ecological resilience and improved performance.” While earlier work on
the concept was undertaken by Ratzlaff (1970) and later Cherkasskii (1988) reflects that the
SES initialization is also used to denote ‘socio-ecological’ or ‘socioecological’ systems, Berkes
and Folke sought to avoid a modifier (socio-) that would imply a subordinate role of the
social features of SES (Colding, 2019). Nonetheless, they remain largely interchangeable in
the literature. The concept’s presence in publications across numerous subject areas has
exploded in the 21st century [15], perhaps reflecting or coinciding with increasing interest
in the climate crisis and the human role and responses to it. SESs are useful here as a way of
examining human interactions with and within the geographic template, and determining
how technical and scientific knowledge about SESs are used to inform action in order to
shape it and its future states: the essence of spatial planning [16,17]. Planning decisions
about shaping SESs are implicitly ethical because they may generate opportunities and
challenges for future generations [18].

Because climate change is characterized by significant and potentially increasing
uncertainty, decision-making processes are encountering complexity in planning adaptation
efforts to address these “(super)wicked” problems [9,19–22]. This is especially true in
urban regions complicated by the concentration, entanglement, exposure, and diversity
of citizens, resources, assets, and the systems for their management evident there, as well
as the numerous, multileveled and/or polycentric governance structures employed as
administrative actors [23,24]. Urban areas are complex geographies, where deep and
complicated histories, cultures, and institutions generate important questions about the
social aspects of power, resources, and environmental health, safety, and justice [25,26].
For these reasons, while we do not rigorously analyze or compare issues arising from
various scales of consideration that spatial planning constantly confronts (local vs. national;
site-based vs. regional), we examine central ideas and themes related to CCA that are
especially evident in densely populated, developed areas. Extensive research on the role
and function of multi-level governance (MLG) is evident in CCA circles, as are discussions
of various traditions, processes, and planning cultures across nations and regions of the
globe (including recent work by Ishtiaque (2021) and DiGreggorio (2019) useful for deeper
examination of multilevel governance dynamics.) Most of the discussion within this article
is derived from—and applies most directly to—developed nations and western planning
traditions whose similarities and features lend toward the generalization and synthesis
useful in the construction of the proposed framework.

Meadows’ [27,28] landmark 1972 study, Limits to Growth, was recently assessed to
examine the “fit” between projections of troubling development trends modeled a half-
century ago—and their potential implications for countless (and planetary) SESs. Specifi-
cally, the “Business as Usual” description of a scenario describing unsustainable develop-
ment practices (in this instance, particularly as a function of pollution increases including
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations) appears to be playing out today, potentially
portending calamitous impacts for society by or before midcentury [29]. Given that count-
less planning endeavors have unfolded for decades within the context of a finite planet
articulated by Limits to Growth, major questions emerge about what planning is fundamen-
tally for, how it functions (or can fail), and how it is positioned to operate in the climate
change era.

Moreover, insofar as planning is understood as a practice utilized for governing the
use of resources and space, the institutions—rules, norms, customs, and conventions—that
simultaneously overarch and undergird planning are crucial to consider, and perhaps the
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fundamental relationship between planning and institutions most of all [30]. This frames the
basic question at the center of this review: how is climate change driving transformation of
the human systems that must confront it? What are the prominent and salient concepts
that characterize this confrontation, and how are they related—to one another and to the
planning and institutional domains grappling with climate change? This literature review
draws upon important concepts and themes from these fields and areas of interest, as well
as synthesizes and integrates prominent concepts into a broadly applicable framework to
further research and consideration of the relationships between these fields and ideas. We
demonstrate that core concerns stemming from climate change studies are commonplace
and of increasing relevance in planning and institutional domains, and that logical links
between them can be articulated to illustrate relationships framing notable conceptual and
thematic intersections and interactions; these, in turn, work to clarify areas of emphasis,
key linkages, and important “blind spots” that persist in CCA research.

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the review approach, and
briefly situates spatial planning within a historical and theoretical context that frames
consideration of important concepts in the climate adaptation literature. Section 3 integrates
these into a Climate Change Adaptation Planning (CCAP) schema, and we describe its key
phases. Section 4 examines how, in turn, the practice of adaptation planning is related to
theory about adaptation features of interest. Synthesis and integration of these features
produces a conceptual framework that exhibits the ‘nested’ and covalent relationships and
dynamics therein, which is followed by an examination of the role of institutions in these
dynamics. We close with a brief discussion and conclusion examining insights and further
questions framed by the work.

2. Climate Change Adaptation Planning: Prologue, Practice, Paradigm

Our research is focused around a literature review that examines prominent themes
related across several domains of interest to CCA: spatial planning, climate change, and
institutions. Comparing ideas and terminology of importance across diverse fields and phe-
nomena involving various sociocultural dynamics is complex for a variety of reasons [31].
This is especially true when theories of change in social patterns are involved because
framing and contextualizing historical trends inevitably entails consideration of broad
themes [32]. Our review considered highly-cited articles in the domains of interest to as-
semble a network of conceptual and empirical articles and studies engaging concepts with
broad prominence in CCA research. This formed the basis of an approach articulated by
Paré, as geared towards “identifying, describing, and transforming [important] concepts,
constructs and relationships . . . [to build a] higher order of theoretical structure” [33].
In turn, this approach was used as a theoretical and narrative basis for constructing a
conceptual framework. This is a common goal and outcome of research linking interdisci-
plinary bodies of knowledge to explore associated phenomena by articulating “key factors,
constructs, or variables” to describe logical relationships among them that correspond to
the main tenets of the research [34,35]. Accompanying the narrative review, the framework
is used to consider relevant issues in the institutional domain, as well as for framing a
discussion about persistent challenges, emergent insights, and potential applications.

2.1. A Very Brief History of Modern Spatial Planning

Landscape architecture arose as a formal design discipline in the 19th century based
partially on the increasing recognition of connections between environmental and social
health, out of which the sub-discipline of landscape planning emerged [36]. Landscape design
and planning’s interests in large-scale (watershed, regional) geographies and dynamic
environmental and human (system, network) processes led to a broader rationale for
incorporating ecological considerations into multi-scalar spatial planning [12]. In the
postwar era, ecological planning entered common parlance, further shaped by the concerns
of the modern environmental movement’s discontent with harmful effects of unbridled
development [37,38]. One of the overarching themes in ecological views of spatial planning
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is the concept of the suitability of landscapes: how their inherent and potential qualities
predispose them to various uses by humans [12].

Modern perspectives focusing on Sustainable Development (SD) emerged in the
late 20th century largely to address the obvious tensions between intensifying resource
management practices and future prosperity [28]. Goals to achieve SD have become
key concerns in the climate change era, especially in urban areas of high development
intensity [39,40]. The means by which these goals are achieved—the “pathways” taken to
reach them—inherently entail strategic planning approaches because limited resources force
choices that entail tradeoffs [19,41–43]. The scope and scale of climate change is coming
into sharper focus in the 21st century, as are its implications for significant change and
uncertainty over time [20,22,44,45].

The failure of society to curb GHG emissions through climate mitigation has increased
the need for climate adaptation, emerging as a central concern of spatial planners across the
globe; with some anticipating a paradigm shift in the fields of spatial planning concerned
with adaptation to more effectively address it [46–48]. Challenges especially evident for
spatial planning in the climate era emerge when administrative units delineated in space
(as municipal boundaries, borders, zones, etc.) do not adequately address or ‘fit’ well
with the climate phenomena that defy socio-politically conceived and articulated ‘lines
on the (proverbial) map’ [49,50]. Indeed, as the landscape itself is modified by climate
change, increased flexibility will surely be required of the very planning processes meant
to effectively manage it.

2.2. Climate Change Adaptation: Central Concepts

To situate the practice of spatial planning within CCA efforts and the diversity of
interactions that SESs in the climate change era will confront, we summarize several
core concepts important in climate adaptation work. These ideas serve to populate our
conceptual framework in the next section, which, in turn, displays their relational and
dynamic qualities within an integrated theoretical construct.

2.2.1. Sustainability

The harvesting, commodification, distribution, (re)uses, and disposal of resources is a
ubiquitous human activity [51]. This is especially true in (and for the provision of) urban
areas, where intense turnover and concentration of stocks occurs, recognition of which
has given rise to studies of urban ecology and metabolism [52–55]. These processes also
entail significant energy “footprints”, and numerous environmental impacts, including
pollution, result from them [56]. The concept of sustainability may be understood to
mean the maintenance of some (economic, social, environmental) entity, process, and/or
outcome over time, framed in the environmental context of SESs [13,57,58]. Thus, while
resource management remains a central consideration of sustainability in general (and
SD specifically), it is also understood as a concept with applications in broader social
realms [14].

Resource scarcity (and competition) resulting from unsustainable management prac-
tices carries equity implications, both across extant socioeconomic classes and for future
generations who may be disadvantaged or disenfranchised by prior resource usage [59–61].
Because planning is a core component of development, SD is frequently invoked as a
concept to guide both the means and ends of planning-for-sustainability, a topic of increas-
ing importance in an era of rising environmental concern, uncertainty, and flux [62–64].
Some authors have argued that SES are the logical analytical unit for SD research, with
others asserting that they contain inherently interrelated concepts with special relevance to
adaptation, or the quality of adaptability [16,65].

2.2.2. Adaptation and Adaptive Capacity

Influential scholarship concerning fundamentals about adaptation is extensive. For
the purposes of CCA, it entails altering or adjusting systems and behavior to “alleviate
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adverse impacts of change or take advantage of new opportunities” through anticipation
or response to climate change impacts [66]. Adaptation can be differentiated based on who
is involved in adjustment, what prompts this adjustment, and how it is undertaken [67,68].
Together, they “manifest” adaptive capacity, through a variety of institutional and social
mechanisms (Ibid.). While non-human (eco)systems may also be said to display CCA
behavior (and possess adaptive capacity), we are concerned primarily with the active
inception and application of human efforts to “influence the direction of change” in SESs
affected by climate change [69–71]. Pelling [72] articulates transformation of SESs as
a pathway along which adaptation may play out, arguing that adaptation may trigger
fundamental changes that decouple systems from more linear modes of progression.

Efforts to manifest adaptive capacity may “backfire”, potentially increasing vulnera-
bility [73]. This is known as maladaptation [74,75]. Maladaptive outcomes bear the double
burden of generally worsening conditions (reducing resilience or increasing vulnerability)
at the implied mutual exclusion of building adaptive capacity due to resource limits [76].
While noting various viewpoints and definitions, Gallopín [77] describes adaptive capacity
in SES generally as the capability to cope with environmental change combined with the
ability to improve in relation to it. Eakin [78] argues that there are generic (development-
focused) and specific (climate impact-focused) domains of adaptive capacity, and that
pursuit of one may exclude, subordinate, or otherwise reduce the other. Whereas adap-
tation actions might be understood in intuitive ways as relating to adaptive capacity (a
quality), these interact in the context of additional qualities—namely vulnerability and
resilience—which define SESs in important ways.

2.2.3. Vulnerability and Risk

Vulnerability concerns adverse impacts that occur due to a state’s “susceptibility
to harm” resulting from potentially complex interplays of exposure and sensitivity to
stresses; and it is amplified by a lack of adaptive capacity [68,79,80]. When harmful, these
stresses take the form of hazards representing threats to systems, events that “realize”
hazards in significant ways by causing damage are disasters, and those stemming from or
involving natural phenomena are natural disasters [65,81–83]. Risk essentially describes the
condition and degree(s) of being vulnerable (based on exposure, sensitivity, and capacity)
to hazards [84]; and risks shape and define adaptive capacity itself [85]. Risks are generally
thought to be, in some sense, quantifiable, i.e., capable of being rendered in terms of
probabilities describing the likelihood of outcomes [86–89]. The concentration of people,
resources, and systems in urban spaces implies increased exposure, and additional risk
based on the location of urban assets (in coastal areas, for example) may arise [26,41]. Risk
operates in and across various societal domains: it should be considered in social and
economic terms in addition to physical ones, including their interactions [90].

2.2.4. Resilience and Robustness

Systems exposed to risk and experiencing vulnerability may cope with it by drawing
upon internal resources, whose realization may reduce impacts. Since Holling’s [91]
pioneering work in studying ecosystems’ capacity to withstand and rebound from states of
disturbance,—to “absorb” and “persist”—resilience has become something of a darling
within adaptation circles; prompting some to caution that its over-invocation might dilute
its meaning [92]. Resilience is of particular importance in the context of climate change
because it represents a desirable quality of interacting designed and natural systems, and
their relationship to risk and vulnerability [93,94].

Systems that are resilient possess features, including flexibility and diversity, redun-
dancy and modularity, and safe failure characteristics [43]. These work to reduce risk
from disasters, which manifests in various types that include interacting, interconnected,
compound, and cascading risks [84]. The UN’s [95] adoption of frameworks for identifying
and evaluating these risks speaks to the centrality of disaster risk reduction (DRR) in
adaptation and resilience concerns and approaches. If resilience is seen as flexibility in the
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face of disturbance, robustness might be understood as the capability to resist and withstand
it [16]. According to this view, resilient and/or robust systems maintain their core structure
despite disturbance, enough so as to avoid becoming vulnerable to the point of significant
structural deformation or collapse [96].

2.2.5. Uncertainty

Planning is a process of anticipating, preparing for, and influencing future states of
affairs. Uncertainty is a critically important epistemic situation that is inherent to planning
because these ‘affairs’ of future states are influenced by numerous processes that engender
and shape events, eventualities, and exigencies [21,97]. This is the meta-context of planning:
the temporal dimension within which all socioecological systems play out. Uncertainty
intrinsically implies what is unknown and/or unknowable [98]. It is a matter of degree;
hence, “levels” of uncertainty exist [99]. Uncertainty is generally understood to increase
as more distant futures are considered; and uncertainty may reflect, or be considered as a
function of, complexity [88,100].

As planning is intended to inform decision-making, it must ultimately confront uncer-
tainty in that context, influencing the selection of options for coping with or managing it in
acceptable ways [101–104]. In this sense, uncertainty actually produces the need to make
decisions [105]. These decisions address, but can also produceI, uncertainty; environmental
uncertainty (uncertainty for planning) and process uncertainty (uncertainty from planning)
may also exist, emerge, and interact [88,106]. Christensen’s [102] elegant rendering of
planning problems hinges on two related processes and their relationship with uncertainty:
identifying what to do (a goal) and determining how to do it (through technology), ef-
fectively invoking the “ends and means” dyad familiar across all disciplines of planning.
The capacity to learn new information that changes how uncertainty is characterized (and,
therefore, changes degrees of belief) is a fundamentally adaptive ability [107].

The sheer scale and scope of potential impacts that CCA seeks to address entail signifi-
cant uncertainty about how and when they will play out, thus shaping the ‘menu of options’
for responding to them [100,108,109]. Uncertainty might be epistemic (stemming from a
lack of knowledge), aleatory (due to intrinsic stochasticity), or both, and it can produce
delays in decision-making [104]. A striking example of how the very conceptualization of
uncertainty is evolving in the climate change era concerns the asserted “death” of station-
arity [110]. Stationarity refers to the statistical concept that environmental fluctuations are
bounded inside a value range that is stable (or stationary) over meaningfully long time
scales, an assumption that undergirds countless modeling approaches in environmental
science and engineering [111,112]. Whether or not reports of stationarity’s death have been
greatly exaggerated, uncertainty is certainly growing, in actuality and/or as a topic of
interest and importance [20].

2.3. Planning: Practice, Policy and Governance
2.3.1. Why Plan(ning)?

The practice of planning is the professionalized implementation of planning efforts,
processes shaped by and based on the application of planning theories [88,113]. In exploring
what the ultimate purpose of planning is, institutional perspectives have positioned it as
operating, in effect, as a mode of governing societal actions through processes of “regulation,
coordination and control” [114], while others have extended this view to ideally incorporate
progressive values linked to social justice and democracy more broadly [115,116]. Generally
speaking, planning is practiced in order to use knowledge to shape and implement action by
informing decision-making. While noting a multitude of theoretical approaches to spatial
planning, Morphet [117] acknowledges planning’s inherent power as a redistributive social
force, with implications for how power itself is mediated. For our purposes, planning
occurs through governmentally-sanctioned processes that concern access to goods and
services deemed socially beneficial, and which maintain or enhance public health, safety,
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and welfare within a particular place; these provisions are often simplified as public
“good(s)” [118].

2.3.2. Planning’s Mandate: Service to the Public Good(s)

Defining what, exactly, constitutes the public good—much less deciding how to
go about achieving, maintaining, or enhancing it—is well-recognized as complex, con-
tentious, and dynamic, involving many diverse stakeholders across multiple levels of
society [119–121]. Accordingly, Kunzmann [122] identifies the planning process as one
preferably led by the public sector. Numerous climate effects are expected to disproportion-
ately impact (by definition) vulnerable communities, and greater concern for the wellbeing
and livelihoods impacted by the products of the adaptation process are, thus, linked closely
to planning [123]. Erikson and Brown [124] and Ribot [125] articulate challenges for plan-
ning associated with sustainability, resilience, and vulnerability related to uncertainty and
complexity in the climate era. Transformative adaptation resulting from effective planning
ideally reinforces the legitimacy of the social contract underlying public consent that is
granted to planning authorities, ostensibly in their efforts to protect and expand the public
good [126].

Planning is understood on basic terms to be a collaborative process that must address
what Myers and Kitsuse [127] identified as one of planning’s “twin hazards”, disagreement
(the other being uncertainty), which is confronted through a number of different techniques
for conflict resolution in planning, including communication, collaboration, mediation, dia-
logue, discussion, deliberation, and debate [128–133]. Innes [134] offers an examination of
consensus-building as a crucial process for approaching various planning and policy-based
disagreements. These serve to discover and define that of which the public good(s) actually
consist, and doing so is where the practice of planning partially derives its validity [135].
Owing to numerous factors emerging from climate impacts on the public sector, planning
is being deeply reexamined in the context of climate change [41,88,136].

2.3.3. So . . . What Is the Plan?

A plan involves articulating and orienting towards a vision for the future—what some
human geographers refer to as environmental imaginaries. These frame discourses for
structuring the relationship of human processes within places, based on societal impera-
tives and aspirations amounting to the “virtualities” of future states of affairs [137]. This
articulation, in the context of producing the “instrument” of a plan, might involve con-
structing a declarative set of goals, while orienting towards them identifies steps, stages, or
strategies for their realization, though both should embody flexibility to changing circum-
stances, thus possibly entailing “menus” of scenarios that could be encountered [120,138].
This serves to “situate” the future within an as-yet unrealized (imaginary) SES, towards
which the plan is intended to guide decision-making [139,140]. Strategic plans are generally
flexible, longer-term, and less fine-grained than more near-term and discrete project plans,
owing partially to greater uncertainty existing in “further off” futures [141].

Plan-making may be challenged as a function of numerous horizontal (sector and actor-
related) and vertical (multi-level governance-related) connections and the legal, regulatory,
and institutional standards at play [142–144]. Plans themselves must define and address
the community they are intended to serve; and adopted plans represent, to some acceptable
degree, the resolution of various disputes and tensions that arise based on the interests of
various stakeholders involved, as well as how they may have constructed their own visions
for the future [21,145]. From an adaptation standpoint, this principle also applies to plans
that could impact broader communities, so that adaptation actions undertaken within or
for one community do not unduly disadvantage another [45]. Resolving these overlaps,
tensions, and tradeoffs is, therefore, part of mediating the planning process that shapes
and, subsequently, manifests in the scope and strategy of a given adaptation plan [146].
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3. ‘Sketching’ Climate Change Adaptation Planning: Important Features of Interest

The considerations and theories outlined in the last section illustrate features of
planning that are useful in apprehending the fast-emerging practices (and problems)
involved in Climate Change Adaptation Planning (CCAP). In this section, we illustrate a
conceptual schematic (schema), describing the interplay of notable, generalized features of
CCAP (Figure 1). Walker [147] describes a thinking (planning) and implementation (action)
phase in adaptive theory applied to policy, to which we add a third phase related to
the ongoing assessment of applied work: adaptive management [148]. These echo Peter
Hall’s [149] trifurcated policy paradigm: overall goal-setting (planning), techniques or
instruments (actions), and their “calibration” (management).
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concerns are addressed to produce a plan; Implementation based on guidance from plans yields Adaptive Actions in the forms
of projects; these, in turn become subject to Adaptive Management practices for improving upstream and scaled-up efforts.

3.1. Adaptive Planning

Aspects of the planning process are inherently anticipatory in nature, wherein complex
public policy decision-making occurs in the context of preparing for uncertain future
states, thereby naturally engendering adaptive approaches [46]. As a feature of adaptive
governance, adaptive planning naturally entails complexities owing to the diversity of
actors and actions involved, especially in urban areas [23,150,151]. Anticipatory and
planned adaptation within this phase prepare for (instead of react to) future states of
affairs, in theory reducing vulnerability and costs [152–154]. Adaptive planning entails
stakeholder engagement that takes many forms, but the familiar top-down/bottom-up
heuristic is useful in that planners operationalize the interactions of political decision
makers in governance (top) and a broader public (bottom), though this group can be
defined in various fashions [155,156]. Corfee [145], citing Mitchell [157] and Cash [158],
identify requirements for science-policy assessments that inform and influence planning to
be deemed publicly acceptable, namely that they be credible, legitimate, and salient.

Plans emerge as products of governance that identify steps for realizing goals in ac-
cordance with rules observed by the actor-networks involved, and they gain approval
and adoption by passage through the “sluices of democratic and constitutional proce-
dures” [159,160]. Adaptive planning ideally embraces learning processes concerned with
the structure and effects of the overarching institutional contexts as a useful principle for
improving outcomes [159,161,162]. Adaptation plans may include financing components
or supplementary plans for funding implementation [163,164]. “Evolutionary” processes
in institutional and governance systems, in which processes of reframing and transform-
ing learning occur, are understood as critical for adaptive and equitable systems and are
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conceptually well-oriented toward adaptation, in general [24,129,165,166]. Limitations
in validity assessment and/or forecasting methods may serve to constrain the adaptive
planning applications to some extent, though climate change’s overall uncertainty implies
that flexible, adaptive approaches to planning for it are logical [9,20,167,168].

3.2. Adaptive Actions

We borrow from Aylett’s [2] description of adaptive governance as relying on distinct
adaptation planning and action processes, thus echoing Ostrom’s [169] notion of the action
situation. We use the term adaptive actions essentially to describe the inception of projects.
Adaptation projects in urban areas might entail activities involving construction, such as
urban greening to reduce heat island effects, improved shoreline defenses as approaches to
coastal zone management, integration of “green” stormwater networks to mitigate upland
flooding, and the regional management of “upstream” watersheds, and many municipal
infrastructure systems represent adaptation imperatives and opportunities in some fash-
ion [48,170–172]. Yet, adaptive actions might also include community initiatives involving
outreach, education, and participation without resulting in changes to the physical envi-
ronment [173]. Thus, broad CCA interest categories in applied adaptation include land
use planning (for reclamation, restoration, preservation, conservation aims, for example),
natural resource management regimes (concerning water, for example), sustainable de-
velopment projects (for housing, infrastructure, and public amenities), and community
engagement initiatives (for educational or preparedness purposes) [24,69,120,174–179].

Large, complex, or costly adaptive actions that exceed the capacity of public policy and
governance institutions often necessitate NGO and private sector involvement, in which
planners operate at the “boundary” between the public and private entities [180–182].
Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) describe arrangements in which collaborative, mutually-
beneficial relationships are assembled; they are common in urban and municipal settings
and a subject of interest in sustainable development circles, with noted promise for adapta-
tion, despite their inherent complexities [123,183–186]. Procurement processes and part-
nerships are generally intended to alleviate capacity constraints of government. These
arrangements can distribute risk and integrate diverse skills and resources into projects
involving infrastructure, DRR, urban development, and, increasingly, adaptation projects
(and which may entail some or all of the aforementioned project goals and concerns),
though these arrangements in the context of CCA are still relatively novel [186,187].

3.3. Adaptive Management

CCA inherently acknowledges that traditional, linear project implementation “pipelines”
for realizing plans may be of limited value in an era characterized by increasing uncertainty
and complexity [150]. While ancient in practice, recent interest in sustainable resource
use, conservation, and ecosystem management have popularized the concept of adaptive
management [91,188–190]. Other authors have stressed the ties of adaptive management
to system resilience and flexibility [191]. Drawing on work from Allen [150] and his work
with Garmestani [148], Chaffin [44] defines adaptive management as “implementation
of management actions as experiments, followed by monitoring, evaluation and adjust-
ment”. Because of the prominence of nature-based solutions and green infrastructure in
applied adaptation projects, numerous concerns of adaptive management are relevant
to CCAP [192]. Adaptive management applies flexible strategies that take into account
emergent opportunities and are generally intended as modes of increasing knowledge,
thereby arguably building adaptive capacity and aiding adaptive governance [20,176].
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Numerous approaches to understanding change in SESs exist, though central interest
in investigating causal processes are especially relevant to planning, a notion termed by
Dewey [193] as “experimental knowing”. Despite its experimental and flexible nature,
adaptive management’s potential to induce change (in broader practice and approaches)
may be limited by institutional settings where change is itself is problematized or op-
posed [152]. The experimental underpinning of adaptive management may be useful for
learning and information sharing across scales, theoretically aiding in expanding resource-
fulness and responsiveness, thereby increasing adaptive capacity [25,43]. The potential for
specific adaptive actions (in the form of demonstration projects, for example) to broadly
inform others might create synergies for syntheses of learning, testing, and adjustment
across other sectors and policy realms [152]. Experiments also may be efficient in the sense
that small scales (and costs) may generate knowledge that is useful at broader scales,
though experimentation itself—especially in large (landscape), complex (urban), and dy-
namic (climate-related) contexts—presents numerous challenges [148,194]. While “scaling
up” projects for broader regional application remains complex and daunting [195–197],
Hallegatte’s [20] identification of the desirable “low regret” quality of adaptation strategies
and projects represents obvious conceptual correspondence with experimentation.

Adaptive management also presents opportunities to improve the planning process
by incorporating enhanced social inclusiveness, including the dissemination and sharing
of information [198,199]. Monitoring that produces data useful for policy consideration
is subject to a “reuptake mechanism”, whereby conditions observed in adaptation ac-
tions may then inform improved planning practices of future or concurrent ones [145].
Fankhauser [45] asserts that adaptation potential is predicated on having “room” to change
behavior. By providing the public, planners, and policymakers with real-time, real-world
feedback that illustrates how selected adaptive actions are functioning, the “room” for adap-
tation may become better-parameterized through the reduction of uncertainty (especially
relevant in the climate change era) provided by experimental observations. The “feedback
loops” inherent to adaptive management suggest that CCAP is, thus, better conceived as
looped processes, which are common in conceptualizations of SESs [129,161,200].

4. Zooming Out: CCAP in Broader Context

Partially owing to the varied and multi-scale concerns and methods of practice, the
literature exploring what CCAP is and how it operates contains no shortage of concepts
and terminology for intellectualizing relevant ideas, themes, theories, and describing a
diversity of applied work. While it is beyond the scope of this article and our study to
exhaustively compare and square the myriad notions and constructs put forth to describe
CCA, we offer a summary of important and interesting concepts, which we synthesize in
this section. We then construct a conceptual, graphic framework (Figure 2) that strives to
integrate these concepts into a holistic logic, offering a mode of rendering the important
ideas and their relationships in a conceptual “space” that captures essential ideas of how
important features and forces of CCA interact.
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Figure 2. A framework displaying the ‘nested’ and ‘coupled’ nature of concepts and interactions of
importance in climate change adaptation literature. Arrows denote force directionality, indicating
how efforts or concepts “push or pull” towards and/or against other conceptual features or ‘spaces’.
A ‘glossary’ of key terms from the framework above. A theoretical discussion follows. (a) The socioe-
cological system (SES) forms the basic conceptual unit of consideration for framing the adaptation
situation. Numerous and interacting adaptation situations may exist within a given SES, or overlap,
or “spill” into others. Adaptation Situations are characterized by features of the SES, including those
in sociotechnical (human-based) and biophysical (natural setting and context-based) domains, which
interact. Phenomena in the biophysical domain engender sociotechnical efforts to establish or expand
(“realize”) adaptative capacity. (b) Adaptive capacity is generated by sociotechnical efforts to adapt
to biophysical features of the adaptation situation. In general, it is realized by building resilience
and reducing vulnerability. An adaptation gap exists in the portion of the adaptation situation
that lies beyond the adaptive capacity realized within it. It represents the amount of unrealized
adaptive capacity. (c) Adaptive governance describes sociotechnical efforts in shaping the adaptation
situation: when effective, adaptive governance increases adaptive capacity, thereby, ideally, shrinking
the adaptation gap. Maladaptive (ineffective or counter-productive) efforts reduce adaptive capacity.
Barriers to adaptation are produced, encountered, and addressed by the sociotechnical and biophys-
ical domains, and in their interactions. Barriers constrain and shrink adaptive capacity, often by
hindering adaptive governance or exceeding its reach. Limits to adaptation describe the extents of
possible adaptation efforts, beyond which increasing adaptive capacity is (actually or considered)
infeasible or impossible. Limits may be unknown. (d) Adaptive governance employs formal practices
(planning) as modes of realizing efforts, and it is shaped by broader characteristic cultural features and
processes (institutions). Its efficacy is the sum of institutional and planning efforts performed in the
interest of CCA. Integrated adaptation refers to the coordination and feedback between adaptation
planning-based practices and institutional processes of adaptive change that.
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4.1. Conceptualizing Climate Change Adaptation: Framework Features and Forces
4.1.1. Context: Defining Social-Ecological Systems

Pioneering work by Berkes and Folke [13,58] to articulate the interactive dimensions
and interplay between humans and their environments introduced the keystone concept
of social-ecological systems (SES), based partly on work regarding the systematic nature
of aspects of the human-nature interaction illustrated by concepts, including vulnerabil-
ity, resilience, and sustainability [17,65,201]. These insights became key components of
numerous interpretive framework approaches to understanding socioecological interde-
pendencies [13]. Of particular importance to planners is that SESs are inherently spatially
contextualized. That is, because of the entanglement of particular and countless effects of
some given environmental situation on sociotechnical (human) systems (and vice versa),
they are understood as being in some way at play within a spatially distinct or discernible
setting. However, this quality is also, by implication, malleable; and its definition or delim-
iting is based partially on the interest and perspective of the individual(s) considering or
using it as a construct for understanding, planning and managing actions to intentionally
alter SESs—the basis of adaptation [200].

4.1.2. Problem: Emergence of Adaptation Situations

Insofar as SESs contain or capture the dynamics between human drives to utilize
natural resources and systems, dilemmas stemming from these drives and the capacity
of the environment to accommodate them emerge constantly [202,203]. This produces
phenomena in which the social and ecologic system aspects relate (or are situated with
respect) to one another, generally impelling tensions regarding resources and governance,
thus engendering situations in which, according to Ostrom [169], actions may be taken to
address or resolve them—generating the concept of the action situation [204–206].

The magnitude of climate change on earth’s biogeophysical systems has compelled
some authors to refine Ostrom’s original notion to define adaptation situations as a particular
form of action situation [118]. Citing previous work, Bisaro and Hinkel [207] describe the
adaptation situation as one involving “one or more actors interacting within a common
biophysical and institutional environment in which outcomes are altered through climate
change”. This implies that social features of the situation may be interested in adapting
to climate change, as well as that, regardless of their interest or efforts, outcomes will be
shaped by biophysical effects of climate change, which resonates with other scholarship
describing the centrality of human endeavors to shape the adaptation situation [208–210].

4.1.3. Manifesting Adaptive Capacity: Adaptive Governance

The sociotechnical (human) features of SESs address the adaptation situation by
making decisions about taking actions. These actions amount to Smit and Wandel’s [68]
description of adaptation(s) as the “manifestation of adaptive capacity”. The dominant
means by which adaptive capacity is manifested by the sociotechnical entities of an SES is
through adaptive governance, in large part because of the scale at which governmentally-
organized action can operate, [24,211,212]. Chaffin [44], in reviewing adaptive governance
and synthesizing the perspectives of others, describes adaptive governance as emerging
from the search for “modes of managing uncertainty and complexity in SESs”. Adaptive
governance might be understood as the exercised portion of adaptive capacity—the part
that “people use” [213]. Accordingly, depending on how and when adaptive capacity is
used, it is dynamic over time, unfolding across scales in “coupled cycles of change” [68,214].
While we examine adaptive governance through the lens of climate change, concepts from
theories of evolutionary governance may also be useful to consider and apply.

Though adaptive capacity is doubtless considered a desirable quality to possess, the
particular and various ways in which adaptive governance is conceived and practiced
may give rise to effects that tend to reduce or constrain adaptive capacity; or outcomes
that are maladaptive [136,215,216]. Likewise, while adaptive capacity may reflect or
express component qualities of the adaptation situation, including vulnerability, resilience,
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and sustainability, understanding how adaptive capacity is designed or generated (or
not) remains complex [16,214]. Carter [41], drawing upon work by Rosenzweig [217],
after Mehrotra [218], positions adaptive capacity in relation to vulnerability and hazards,
the interactions of all three in essence serving to define risk. In this view, a system’s
adaptive capacity serves as a kind of counterweight against its vulnerability. While capacity
intuitively refers to the amount of something (of which one might possess more or less),
governance is not the only source of adaptive capacity, which can be possessed or provided
by non-human features of an adaptation situation, or through non-governance-mediated
human actions [43,162]. We focus on adaptive governance because of its centrality to CCAP.

4.1.4. Aspirations: The Adaptation Gap

Lying between the optimal and actual adaptive capacity characterized within a given
adaptation situation is a “gap”, wherein the potential actions and outcomes of becoming
optimally or fully adapted have not (yet) been realized. Moser and Eckstrom [215], echoing
Burton [219], note this as a form of adaptation deficit. In describing the analytical method-
ology of gap analysis for assessing climate hazards, Chen [220] defines the adaptation gap
as a “difference between existing adaptation efforts and adaptation need”. The United
Nations’ recently published Adaptation Gap Report focuses on nature-based solutions in
conceptualizing and further defining the adaptation gap, though previous volumes with
different emphases all include the adaptation gap as a centralizing theme [221]. Numerous
complications arise from attempts to quantify subjective, complex, and dynamic features
of an adaptation situation that, in theory, define the adaptation gap, including the potential
“unknowability” of what, precisely, the gap actually entails and includes [98,222]. Nonethe-
less, the concept of the adaptation gap is intuitive and useful in the same sense that adaptive
capacity is, the former describing an amount of adaptation work to be done, and the latter
describing the work that has been done (thereby establishing existing capacity) or can be
done as a function of this work. If adaptive governance and other adaptation-oriented
sociotechnical efforts are understood as seeking to build adaptive capacity, what forces and
phenomena serve to constrain or diminish it?

4.1.5. Challenges: Barriers and Limits to Adaptation

A subject of broad interest is barriers to adaptation. Moser and Eckstrom [200] define
these as “impediments that can stop, delay, or divert the adaptation process”, specifying
that they may be surmounted through “concerted effort, creative management, change
of thinking, prioritization, and related shifts in resources, land uses, institutions, etc.”.
Work from Anderies [16], Ostrom [223], and Adger [224] helps situate this concept within
the SES literature which, by extension, we project and integrate as features of adaptation
situations [207]. Some authors have invoked the notion of adaptation “obstacles”, which we
consider essentially analogous to barriers [145]. Barriers arise at different stages and levels
of adaptation; and they may emerge because of features of governance itself—potentially
influencing exactly how adaptive such governance can claim to be—and, by extension,
defining its degree of adaptive capacity [69,152,200]. Importantly, Bisaro [225], questioning
the utility of the concept, points out that barriers that are easily identified might mask
larger, structural, and institutional forces that produce the effect(s) of barriers without
presenting obvious modes of addressing them.

A common phenomena that arises from and promulgates barriers to adaptation (thus,
in theory, reducing adaptive capacity) is path dependency, which occurs when institutions
or organizations “fail to effectively adapt established practices to face changing circum-
stances”, a pattern of behavior observed across numerous sectors and organizational
endeavors, though maladaptive outcomes are a common effect—with obvious and sector-
specific implications for CCA, especially in urban settings [2,226,227]. From an economic
perspective, situations in which inferior practices perpetuated by path dependency may
serve to “lock-in” inefficient (or maladaptive) behaviors and outcomes [228]. Citing Pier-
son [229] and Wilson [70], among others, Fischer [69] notes path dependency as a kind
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of inertia that results when future actions are shaped in profound or pernicious ways
by previous ones. Path dependency, in this sense, is of particular importance for CCAP
because of planning’s stepwise, cyclical, discursive, and constantly-unfolding nature; the
ubiquity of decision-making points and processes therein; diverse sets of actors taking part
in the process(es); and the variety of “embedded” cultural features and forces that steer
and constrain them [186,230–232].

Whereas the notion of barriers (and obstacles) naturally conjures ideas about sur-
mounting them, limits to adaptation refer to bounds that describe “level(s) of adaptive
capacity . . . that cannot be surpassed”, potentially defining the boundary between accept-
able and intolerable risks, and which might require transformative change to avoid [85,233].
Barnett [226] distinguishes between “hard” limits that are essentially defined by the envi-
ronment and “soft” ones that are socially determined and, thus, theoretically malleable.
Indeed, Eisenhauer [73], in defining these limits as “factors that prevent adaptation from
succeeding”, points out that they have been articulated as both objectively identifiable
(as in the case of certain biotic and economic examples) and, from a more constructivist
perspective, presenting as difficult-to-define endogenous effects emerging from societies’
“goals, values, risk perceptions and actions”. Limits are perhaps also worth considering as
“blended” between hard and soft characterizations because sociopolitical conceptualiza-
tions of limits emerge in response to environmental ones, which may then be redefined by
human intervention. In general, limits define the extent to which adaptive capacity could
be realized—apart from how effectively barriers are overcome in the practice of adaptive
governance (to increase adaptive capacity). Again, this resonates with Adger’s [224] view
that limits are situational thresholds beyond which “adaptation actions fail to protect things
stakeholders care about”, which we understand to include non-physical “things”, such as
social cohesion, morale, trust in institutions, etc.

4.2. CCAP: Integrating Institutional Adaptation
4.2.1. The Role of Institutions

Gupta [4] elegantly renders institutions as “social patterns”, while a more expansive
view, according to Oberlack [74], citing several others, articulates institutions as “rules and
procedures that structure action situations within which individual and collective decision-
making [is affected to] constrain, enable and incentivize actions; link individual actions,
events and outcomes; distribute authority and power; define reciprocal rights and duties;
and shape beliefs, motivations and social learning” [24,169,234,235]. These may be formal
or informal [159]. Vatn [236] describes the invisible or even unselfconsciously natural
instantiation of institutions in behavior as conventions that are observed, referencing work
by Crawford and Ostrom [237], to compose a “grammar” of institutions and their functions.
Institutions might be understood as self-reinforcing “regularities”: patterns of behavior
evident in networks of social actors who “tacitly create [them] to solve a wide variety
of recurrent problems” [238]. Yet, despite regularities and recurrences, institutions are
not static; they “distribute obligations and entitlements to resources as well as the power
to change such obligations and entitlements” [239]. Though they may be nonmaterial
(informal), institutions reify actual, tangible outcomes.

Institutional analyses focused on resources (components or products of the environ-
ment) and how the notion of property (which entails ownership, often of the landscape
itself) factors into their management, is a well-established field of institutional interest, and
planning has been articulated as a mode of “bundling the rights” of ownership associated
with property in this sense [240]. From an economic perspective, the linkages between
humans and their environment are mediated by countless rules that shape and reinforce
beliefs and values, but these are dynamic and responsive [241]. Where public policy is
concerned, this dynamic quality of institutions has important implications because the
question of how power and influence is distributed within society—including this critical
capacity to alter existing situations and arrangements—is of enormous importance in the
climate change era [74], insofar as planning efforts are understood as being shaped by
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larger cultural and institutional forces, and these may fail to present obvious, accessible,
and discrete decision-making processes themselves [172,225].

4.2.2. Institutions and Change

In theorizing about the evolutionary nature of governance, Van Assche [166] positions
institutions as being designed for change, even postulating that the essence of democ-
racy lies in the “rules of self-transformation; rules to change the rules”. As institutions
occupy important features of SESs and spatial discourse generally, they are tightly linked
with conceptions of the environmental imaginary [242], entailing consideration of the
distribution and access to power and influence involved in its realization, recalling Brom-
ley’s [239] obligations and entitlements [243]. In other words, institutions structure what
is possible based partially on how society mediates the tensions arising from multitudes
(citizens, actors) shaping and sharing something more unified (the environment) [244].
Institutions influence aspirations (for a more healthy and just environment, for example),
even while subject to inertia (perpetuating the status quo), and the outright resistance to
change, termed the precautionary principle, which is important in situations involving uncer-
tainty [245–247]. Similar to the concept of path dependency in organizational endeavors,
institutional inertia and “lock in” may occur when regimes and patterns of behavior become
ossified due to various factors [229,241]. Institutions within or across SESs may constrain
or delimit the actions of organizations by conformation and homogenization, producing
institutional isomorphism [248], which may be induced by coercive, mimetic, or normative
means [142]. Storbjörk and Hedrén [172] describe clashing cultures, knowledge claims,
and cross-sectoral integration problems as several notable barriers to institutional change.

While approaches to determining how institutions resist change (in inertial, opposi-
tional, and isomorphic ways) are evident, factors that instigate change within and across
institutions are complex to identify, perhaps owing to requisite “concatenations” of under-
lying mechanisms [249,250]. Hodgson [251] identified two dominant institutional modes:
agent-sensitive and agent-insensitive, the latter describing an institution in which significant
change affected by institution-shaping actors (agents) is unlikely or difficult. Individuals, or-
ganizations, and governance structures that cut across public and private sectors constantly
respond to environmental change (thereby engendering change); thus, environmental
change does not occur in an “institutional vacuum” [249,252]. Influential individuals
(leaders) [253], sociopolitical mobilization [254], and/or catalytic or vivid events [255]
that impose or focus urgency upon some situation may induce institutional change by
creating, though other factors have been identified as important “drivers” precipitating
change dynamics [10,249,256]. Aggregating these behavioral changes across scales and
social structures—and mediating or coordinating them through planning mechanisms—,
in turn, changes the institutional environment itself, in theory providing conditions for
institutional adaptation [117]. Planning that attempts to engage these institutional change
dynamics confronts a duality in that institutions are both behavior patterns “out in the
world” (actions) and internal ones “in the head” (thoughts and feelings), which obviously
presents complexities to planners attempting to derive institutional origins [257,258]. All
of these qualities speak to the difficulty in clearly formalizing or mapping institutional
dynamics, made especially complex in a situation in which the underlying environmental
context is also in a state of flux.

4.2.3. Institutions, Climate Adaptation, Planning

Smit and Wandel [68] note that adaptive capacity may be increased through improve-
ments in technology and/or institutions, while Rodima-Taylor [123] echoes Koppel’s [259]
position that technological innovation is induced by institutional change. Christensen [102]
considers technology in the context of planning to be the “knowledge of how to do
something”—literally, the means. Our CCAP schema illustrates that these means might
be expanded by integrating adaptive principles into planning that make it more “nimble”
(thus, resistant to path-dependence). Yet, how these qualities relate to an institutional
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adaptation discourse remains complex, in part owing to the need to disentangle the func-
tions and mechanics of institutions themselves [10,260,261]. In developing a framework
for assessing institutional adaptive capacity, Gupta [4] identifies two core characteristics:
one essentially describing their inherent, extant qualities; and the second relating to the
degree to which they “allow or encourage” their own (institutional) change, essentially
describing adaptability itself. The rate of change, or timing, also matters: disparities be-
tween non-institutional changes that occur within SESs and that at which institutions are
fundamentally able to affect change may lead to missed opportunities, including from a lack
of timely collaboration and cooperation [4,215,226].

Roggero [208] explores how one aspect of institutional change is positioned with
respect to CCA in his iteration of Hagedorn’s [234] notion of integrative institutions (that
address climate-related interdependencies) versus segregative ones (that focus only on climate-
impacted resources under their effective purview). Institutional complexity itself may
work against institutional change or adaptation simply as a function of the increased
“work” required to do so in complex networks, though structured learning processes
may be useful [24,155,262]. Informal, ‘behind-the-scenes’ “shadow” processes may be
important factors for inducing institutional change [175], in addition to the identification
and inception of “additional or adjusted institutional design propositions” to address
climate uncertainties and complexities [161].

A critical question for CCAP and its role in building adaptive capacity seems to con-
cern the scope of its influence and intentions, particularly in relationship to institutional
forces that define, delimit, and direct them, as well as how these may differ or mesh
with planning practices and processes as traditionally understood. For example, failures
to adapt may be due to issues of governance more so than the planned, technical im-
plementation of applied adaptation efforts, reflecting complexity inherent to multi-level
governance [24,263,264]. Patterson’s [10] work investigating dimensions and possible
drivers of institutional adaptation in urban governance reveals that, in formal terms, “plan-
ning” is limited in its role: for example, it is not the job of planners to cultivate charismatic
leaders, nor to foment community pressure (much less political disruptions), even though
these may occur partially as a function of adaptation planning. The lack of real or perceived
alignment of institutions with climate change adaptation risks the governance processes for
achieving it being less adaptive and/or less strategic than optimal: a condition describing
or producing institutional “voids” [256].

5. Discussion
5.1. Central Insights

As explored and illustrated in this review, planning and institutional domains are
being challenged or are changing because of the emergence, intensity, and importance of
climate change within policy and governance spheres. The core goal of this review is to
explore complicated topics across several domains and, based on thematic and conceptual
linkages prominent in the literature, to construct an integrative perspective to increase
clarity in comprehension of complex and related topics relevant to CCA. Several insights
based on this work are notable. First, important concepts of climate change literature
have been increasingly encountered and integrated into spatial planning practices, which
have led to distinct forms of planning. Our CCAP schema demonstrates how, for example,
uncertainty is being addressed not only as an increasing “fact of life” for planners to
manage but one that can be understood and approached opportunistically and as a force
driving innovation and learning processes that increase adaptive capacity. In other words,
the emphasis and engagement with climate change issues is leading to adaptation in the
practice of planning itself.

Second, prominent and complex concepts of interest evident in climate change lit-
erature can be organized into a holistic construct that displays important tenets of the
research, and displayed in such a fashion as to clarify their interplay, as through the pro-
posed framework. These interplay may take the form of positional properties of features
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within a framework that group or separate concepts, nest or embed them in one another, or
imply some connective linkage(s) or couplings. They can also be rendered in mechanistic
terms, where dynamics of some feature of interest logically or implicitly affect others,
thus illustrating causal relationships. These are of particular importance in adaptation
work in a similar fashion to features of our CCAP schema, in that, fundamentally, being
adaptive entails processes of feedbacks and responses in systems. Because our framework’s
foundational feature (within and through which other features interact) are SESs, we can
intuitively grasp this systematic structure and behavior. The framework, in this regard, is
useful in two primary ways: it organizes and simplifies information; and it provides its own
logic that is both emergent (arising from themes and ideas in the literature examined) and
can be utilized, altered, or critiqued by practitioners for case-specific or applied work, or as
a basis for expansion or alteration through introducing additional or different theoretical
components.

Finally, as a function of the deeply complex, subtle, and dynamic nature of institutions
(including merely identifying or agreeing upon them), we display the limits of the frame-
work; prompt consideration of how planning and institutions are, in theory and reality,
bound together; and provide context for considering relevant connections or patterns as
theses domains unfold and interact through CCA endeavors. For example, we discuss that
organizational path dependency and institutional lock-in both serve to reduce adaptive
capacity, while the modes of surmounting these barriers to adaptation are nonetheless
domain-distinct, in terms of the means for assessing, addressing, or ameliorating them.
Likewise, planning and institutions must be understood in a temporal context in important
ways: planning because its legitimacy and efficacy depend on the results of its implemen-
tation and “follow through”; and institutions because their social utility, acceptance and
adherence are derived, at least partially, by way of their durability. The examination of key
features of the climate change era, namely uncertainty and change itself, present vexing
questions and prompt provocative, perhaps even subversive, perspectives from which to
consider the practice of planning and its institutional context.

5.2. Adoption, Application, Adaptation of the Framework

This article seeks to articulate the ways in which important concepts relevant to
climate adaptation might be more clearly differentiated and understood in their relational
dynamics, partially through illustrating schema that can be adapted to various actual
situations or case studies, and linking these with prominent themes and patterns from our
literature review. An overarching challenge in CCA, planning, and institutional change
(especially) is measuring or quantifying the magnitude or effects of concepts that, to some
extent, resist or defy efforts to do so. Certain aspects of SESs are, after all, based on informal,
constantly-changing, and nonmaterial qualities with which it is, nonetheless, important
to grapple. Our “schematizing” of concepts in ways that can be visualized, to some
extent, might provide interesting opportunities for researchers seeking to understand how
individuals (within or across organizations, levels of government, and/or demographic
groups) comprehend, or (literally) “picture”, some of these concepts.

Future use of the framework along these lines might take the form of research employ-
ing templates that are used to gauge (for example) how different groups render adaptive
capacity inside an adaptation situation, define magnitudes of effects for various barriers;
order hierarchies of adaptation planning issues, “connect” causal influences or tensions
between features and how they are situated relative to others, or articulate the “distance(s)”
they imagine limits lie from adaptive capacity. Clearly, these exercises would yield ab-
stractions: sketches or diagrams, that stand in for more nuanced work. Yet, these might
reveal insights and/or patterns valuable to managers seeking to understand institutional or
organizational dynamics, public sentiment, or differences across divisions, or even the age
or career seniority of individuals. While not the focus of this article, social science methods
applied to constructing impressions and understanding of how various groups apprehend
the concepts explored here—and their relationships to each other—may be illuminating. A
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consistent theme of this research seems to be that what people believe is possible (and the
institutional ramifications therein) is strongly linked with problem definition and framing,
with obvious impacts on decision-making and commensurately dramatic implications
for CCAP.

5.3. Critical Considerations and Questions

One of the appeals of institutions that are not only adaptive but well-integrated into
CCAP is that their influence and capacity to “structure . . . political decision-making . . .
[and] shape practices and behaviors” is understood as being vital for the success of large-
scale, strategic efforts necessary in complex urban settings [10,23,137]. In this context, the
utility of local knowledge and local institutions has been emphasized as a driver of adaptive
capacity but also as processes, not merely information or rules (content) [68,265,266]. In one
sense, planning is a practice of more than instrumentalizing content; it inherently represents
engagement with ongoing processes. Yet, precisely because planning entities (individuals,
agencies, departments, divisions, authorities) are empowered by and within overarching
institutional milieus, questions emerge about planning as a force for transformational,
fundamental change in the ongoing adaptation quest, which some see as amounting to
the proposition of a paradigm shift for planning itself [47]. In other words, can planning
“unlock” institutions from nonadaptive tendencies, and to what degree?

We have examined the relationships between these concepts and their underlying
theories to situate planning in a critical light, insofar as we question its agency and the
scope of its traditionally-conceived responsibilities. Planning, in the face of massive
environmental change and uncertainty, may itself obscure the clarity of future visions and
complicate the steps for manifesting them, in no small part due to institutional inertia
and dynamics. That is, uncertainties rooted in the institutional domain may amplify
overall situational uncertainty and complicate planning processes attempting to address it.
Dovers [267] points out that even constructing an understanding of the limits to adaptation
is fraught in part because of the institutional dimension, whose sheer complexity grows
with the scale considered [268]. With climate change altering resource regimes and shaping
the public good(s) of citizens linked through institutional behavior and (ideally) aligned
through adaptation planning practices, questions about how common-pool resources and
common-pool institutions can or should shape planning’s role in allocating entitlements
and obligations emerge [60,263,269–271]. This, in turn (and in ways beyond the scope of
this article), ensnares any number of private sector considerations and the need to, among
other things, understand how planning and institutions are positioned to address or adapt
to markets relevant in adaptation [66,143].

6. Conclusions

Our review examined important concepts related to the CCA plight by examining
the theoretical and applied linkages between the practice of spatial planning and role of
institutions in the governance of adaptation, with an emphasis on issues and dynamics
broadly relevant in urban regions. Through this process, we sought to illustrate and sit-
uate prominent themes and concepts in climate adaptation work that connect to engage
planning and institutional dynamics, as well as their effects on SESs, which Berkes and
Folke originally termed the “linkages between ecosystems and institutions” [13]. Epstein
expanded on this concept and considered the differentiation between social and ecological
systems as reconciled by “fitting” them together through institutions themselves; in doing
so, this revealed strengths and limitations of the institutional couplings of these systems [14].
Planning, as we have discussed, represents a mode of instrumentalizing adaptive gover-
nance largely in the interest of increasing adaptive capacity; and, in the climate era, our
schema demonstrates how planning employs various techniques to do so in the context of
uncertainty and change, in fact, by embracing it and approaching it opportunistically. Like-
wise, our framework illustrates the nested and linked—or coupled—mechanics of planning
to larger concepts and displays how their interconnections might be understood. For their
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part, institutions, while playing important roles in shaping and constraining planning and
defining various aspects of SESs, remain difficult to fully comprehend and describe when
the same considerations of uncertainty and change characterize the (conceptual) landscape
in which they are realized.

In his treatise articulating the global, intergenerational ethical and moral implications
of climate change, Stephen Gardiner [272] identifies institutional inadequacy as a key charac-
teristic; one that, for various reasons, cannot simply be overcome by better governance. This
article situates adaptation planning as a critical link between governance and institutions:
in the case of the former, as a “downstream” tool for facilitating policy decision-making; in
the latter, by triggering feedback from features of the SESs that have “upstream” implica-
tions for the “rules of the game” themselves, which define and constrain what futures are
considered possible or desirable [273]. Planning, as a field seeking to integrate science and
knowledge into decision-making, is surely constrained in its capacity to do so by various
political and institutional arrangements and realities, though Roggero [209] asserts that
organizing knowledge in “institutionally meaningful ways can advance . . . understanding
of the link between institutions and adaptation”. What precisely constitutes institutional
meaningfulness in the context of climate change remains complex, dynamic, and, surely,
case-specific, to some degree.

Insofar as we consider institutions to be collectivized social patterns of behavior that
are “rendered durable” over time by routine and habits, the task for planning to break
from reinforced tendencies that reduce adaptive capacity seems pressing [251,258]. These
reflections position planning in a crucial position that prompts consideration about the
nature or characterization of planning entities themselves: are they primarily agents within
Hodgson’s [251] reckoning (to whom institutions may be sensitive/responsive in terms
of change), or merely a means by which those agents interact? If they fall into the former
category (or if they are understood to be both), the question of intent emerges: is it the role
and responsibility of planning to actively, aggressively attempt to alter—or even do away
with—institutions in light of the knowledge planning inevitably encounters and frames? If
so, which institutions? In what circumstances, to what degree, why, and—critically—how?
While this last question involves what Dover [267] calls the practicalities of institutional
change, the challenge for adaptation planning in the 21st century may be as much about
principles as practicalities.
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